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The winter of 1984 proved very similar to the previous year with unusually heavy
rainfall throughout south Florida. With the Governor's "Save Our Everglades"
initiative providiing the focus, environmental issues continued to monopolize the
attention of state legislators and the media. A series of corrroittees and task
forces " was foiomed to study various segments of the everglades using the descriptive title "Kissimmee-Okeechobee-Evergladas Basin." NFS personnel have been principally involved in the issues of water delivery, 1-75 development, and East Everglades
Resources Planraing Project (EETRPP) , as they directly impact both Big Cypress National
Preserve and Everglades National Park. Park staff, including the Superintendent,
Assistant Superintendent, Research Director, and technical specialists from Research
and Resources llanagement, have made significant contributions of time and expertise
to these cooperative efforts.
An encouraging sign has been the weight of importance afforded the park's position
on many issues, and the willingness of other agencies to make serious attempts to
address the needs of the natural environment. That is not to say that this progress
has been achieved without some ccrrprcxrd.se on the park's positions. This is particularly true in matters dealing with the East Everglades. The residents and agriculturalists see the park' s request for changes in water. delivery as a (direct threat
to their properties, and they have organized a group of very capable and influential
people to defend their interests.
In response to repeated efforts by the farmers to change the water delivery, schedules
to provide for an early fall draw—down of the agricultural area adjacent to the
park's east boundary known as the "Frog Pond", the park agreed to a one-year test
of the procedure to document how the process affected park water levels. Follc&nVng
the completion of the test in June 1985, analyses of the data will provide the basis
for any future consideration of this manipulation of water levels. The agreement
clearly states that this is a one-time test, and the park is not committed to continue or repeat the process.
After nearly a full year of discussion and negotiation, a Memorandum of Under standing
between Florida Power and Light Crxrpany and the park was consummated. Under the terms
of this agreement, FP&L will spend $200,000 over the next three years in a joint research project with the National Park Service studying the effects of air quality
on the biological resources of south Florida—a subject on which there presently is
very little scientific data. Under the terms of the agreement, the NIPS ccxrmdts an
additional $230,000 to contract studies of slash pines, epiphytes and climatology
in FA/ER, BICY, and BISC.
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The renovation of the headquarters building of the row-abandoned U. S. Array Missile
Site has resulted in a major improvement in space utilization for nark staff. In
July/August, the entire Resources Management staff, together with the Fire Cache
museum collection, and Faerglades Natural History Association relocated to the
facility, formally named the Daniel Beard (Center in honor of the park's first superintendent, included in the facility is a full-size trarning/conference rcrxn which
has already been used to great advantage for regional traurang courses and in-house
conferences.
At the park's reguest, the Office of Aircraft Services (CIAS) sent a team to study
the entire air operations program for ENP and BICY. Eased on their recxxrrrrandations,
both for safety and suitability, the park has contracted for a different fixed-wing
and a new helicopter aircraft, retaining an NFS fixed-wing pilot at ESTER and a helicopter pilot at BICY.
In May, the park was notified that the project to elevate and inprove the Shark
Valley loop road had been approved as a Federal Lands Highway Program (FliTP) project.
The park is proposing that the road design permit tram operations year-round in all
but exceptionally high water conditions. Funding for the initial design planning
is budgeted for FY 85, with construction scheduled for FY 86.
Denver Service Canter has funded two plansiing projects beginning in FY 85—the
General Management Plan for Big Cypress and a Peripheral Areas Study and Program
Evaluation for the Everglades. The ENP study is especially timely considering the
probable increases in visitor use at Shark Valley resulting from: the road improvements.
A major annoyance in routine operations continues to be the telephone system. Many
of the features originally promised with the AT&T system were either misrepresented
or have yet to be provided. The biggest problem, however, has been the attempt to
increase the number of FTS lines available. Although the request for three additional
lines has been justified repeatedly, the park has now been told it does not meet the
criteria for the lines it presently has, and that the service would be withdrawn.
Both SER and VCASO are attempting to resolve this matter to allow the park to retain
FTS service. The BICY-FATTR tielines are now scheduled for installation in March 1985.
Tine state changed its highway numbering system, resulting in the elimination of the
State Road 27 designation. The road from U.S. #27 north of Miami to Florida City
(Krome Avenue) is now Route 997, with the segment from Florida City to the park
entrance designated as Route 9336. This has resulted in major connfusion for visitors.
The A-76 operations review7 requirement imposed an additional commitment of staff
time and the Regional Contracting Officer was assigned the responsibility for completing the A-76 operations review. The study included shop operations, building and
grounds maintenance, and aircraft operations and required approximately 300 rrenhours
of administrative and maintenance staff time to complete.
The National Parks and Conservation Association (NPCA) this year awarded their prestigious Freeman Tilden Award for excellence in interpretation to Glades District
Supeorvisor Sandy Dayhoff. The presentation was made at Ranger Rendezvous at Acadia
National Park by' Director Russ Dickenson. Superintendent Jack Morehead was one of
seven regional winners of the NPCA Stephen T. Mather Award, recognizing achievements
in defending America's natural resources.
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At the invitation of Senator Paula Hawkins, Secretary of the Interior William Clark
made an official visit to the park on Cctober 7, accompanied by the senator, Representative E. Clay Shaw and members of their staffs. The nelicopter orientation tour
of EVER and BICY was divided into two segments, with a mid-day landing at Shark Valley
providing a media conference, lunch break, and an ai_rboat tour provided by the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians.
In December, the U.S. Cariada Joint Crmtuttee on National Parks met at Flamingo for
a week of discussions, briefings, and park resource orientation.
Other noteworthy visits included a tour by the Presidents of the World Wildlife Fund,
a Danish delegation including their Secretary of the Interior and a neither of parliament, and Senators Baker and Bradley and Congressman Sawyer. The park participated
in the 11th World Orchid Conference in Miami > and assisted in hosting the meeting
of the Associate Regional Directors in Key Largo.
As part of the Director's program to review the GS-025/026 series for proper classification and consistency, a team spent a week in south Florida interviewing all permanent
employees of EVER, BICY and BISC. An analysis of all ten areas surveyed is scheduled
for completion by February 1985, to be followed by the development of draft guidance
with implementation to begin by July 1985.
Visitation for 1984 was 631,891 (an increase of nearly 10% over 1983), and generally
followed the increased tourism trend exhibited tliroughout south Florida. More than
8,000 information packets were mailed and 25 permits for commercial filming were processed, primarily for docurrentary and travel productions for television.
Equal Opportunity Efforts; Special equal opportunity efforts resulting from the EO
Committee's activities include:
Personnel: The Affirmative Action Staffing Plan was revised to assist supervisors
in identifying staffing options. Disabled applicants were actively recruited to fill
two office positions—both were filled with qualified applicants who are now serving
their probationary period. A shadow-training program was initiated with an allemployee questionnaire. A handicapped awareness session was held for the Superintendent's Squad, and the film, "A Different Approach", has been circulated throughout
the park.
Interpretation: Four employees assisted with the park's career booth at the
Youth Fair. The park film Pa-Hay-Okee was subtitled for the hearing impaired and an
audio tape for the hearing impaired was ccmpleted for the Anhinga Trail. A handicapped clerk-typist was hired for the Glades District under special hiring authority.
One new hispanic seasonal technician was hired for Royal Palm.
Maintenance: Flamingo maintenance personnel are learning sign language to improve
conrnunications with a deaf co-worker. TAPER positions continue to be used as training
slots for underrepresented groups. A black female was promoted from a clerk position
to division secretary.
Protection: An Hispanic ranger was hired for Pine Island District and seasonal
hiring resulted in employment of a handicapped person at Flamingo. New personnel
hired for Resources Management included six females and many more females are being
trained in fire positions than in the past.
Research:

A black female was hired for a clerk position.
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Other efforts; An Orientation to NPS Operations course, hosted by ENP, included
the use of a professional interpreter to sign the course for a deaf employee. An
ED Awardraxninationwas submitted for Chris Cruz to recognize his achievements as
the Miami Hispanic Council representative.

ADMINISTRATION
•This was a particularly challenging year for the Division. The Administrative Officer
position was vacant for the first 6 nonths and the Personnel Officer position vacant
the last quarter.
Of particular note:
— I n an effort to strengthen the park financial posture, the prcgrainidng technique
TAPS was introduced and a new funds status/variance report developed.
—Participation in the awards program increased by 50%
—Eight positions were restructured to provide upward mobility and handicapped
hiring authority used for two employees.
—Bi-weekly meetings with division Administrative Technicians were instituted
to improve administxative knowledge and techniques.
—Administrative Services Agreements were formalized with Big Cypress National
Preserve and Biscayne National Park.
—Computers were procured and installed in all divisions and approximately 400
hours of training provided for 25 employees.
—TTY/TTD equipment aogmred to permit cxxnmunication with the hearing impaired.
Funding levels were as follows:
Office of the Superintendent
Adnuhistration
Interpretation
Resource Management & Visitor Protection
Maintenance
Research

$

Total Budget

472,900
355,200
669,000
1,375,600
1,874,400
1,565,900

$ 6,313,000

Cyclic Maintenance

$

663,800

Park-wide staffing levels:
Permanent
Less than full-time permanent
Part-time permanent
Temporary
Total Staffing

139
12
23
82
256

INTERPRETATION
The interpretive program continues to focus on topics concerning park resources and
their relation to today's environment. Division funding and the variety of programs
offered remained essentially the same as last year.
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With the formal transfer of the p a r k ' s curatorial collection from Research t o Interp r e t a t i o n , a physical move t o a new museum storage f a c i l i t y a t the Dan Beard Center
was begun. Storage equipment and supplies for collection naintenance were funded
by Harpers Ferry Center.
Rehabilitation plans for both the Parachute Key and Flamingo v i s i t o r c e n t e r s were
prcduced i n cooperation with Harpers Ferry Design Center. The f i n a l p l a n s were
i n i t i a l l y over budget and had t o be revised, but are scheduled for production in
FY 85.
A new s e r i e s of checklist handouts was developed with funding and cooperation from
Everglades Natural History Association... The f i r s t of these, Birds of Everglades
National Park, has been printed in-house and has become a popular addition t o the
information materials. Other e x i s t i n g publications are being revised f o r publication
in t h i s new format (Appendix A . ) .
Wayside e x h i b i t s were relocated on two newly constructed mird-bcardwalks along the
Royal Palnr-Flamingo corridor in acxxjrdance with the Interpretive Development Plan
of 1978. Audio cassette cues were incorporated into the Ajhinga and Gumbo Limbo
T r a i l s for visually impaired v i s i t o r s . The Traveler Information System (ITS) at
headquarters was upgraded, improving the broadcast range. The Royal Palm D i s t r i c t
I n t e r p r e t e r participated i n teaching three s k i l l s courses at Clemson university as
a member of the Regional Interpretive Training Team.
Through a cooperative agreement with the local educational t e l e v i s i o n network, a
video tape on park resources was produced in t h e i r studio.
Royal Palm: A major project involved reworking the park's s l i d e f i l e . This sevenmonth task included updating the cataloguing, duplicating, sorting and r e f i l i n g of
approximately 10,000 transparencies. This d i s t r i c t also sponsored t h e p a r k ' s f i r s t
Student Conservation Aid (SCA) and expanded upon volunteer ism through t h e student
intern program.
Gulf Coast: Visitor contacts were increased by providing i n t e r p r e t e r s t o narrate
an increased number of the concessioner's boat tours. Canoeing continues t o be a
very popular a c t i v i t y and backcountry permitting i s an important p a r t of the v i s i t o r
service provided a t t h i s location. A t e x t was prepared for the cxincessioner-published
Sandfly Island tour booklet.
Flandngo: Guided canoe t r i p s remain popular in t h i s area. Iwo new manuscripts
were prepared—the Nine Mile Pond and Bear Lake Canoe Trail Guides—which w i l l aid
v i s i t o r s tremendously when published.
Issuing backcountry use permits i s also a
major service provided a t Flamingo. The District Naturalist helped d r a f t a revision
of the permit issuing system.
Sh^rk Valley: High water continued t o impact the Shark Valley i n t e r p r e t i v e operation.
The concession-operated'trams ran only from April 19 to June 17. Bicycles, walking
t o u r s , and canoe t r i p s were the only means of access available when t h e road flooding
halted the trams. Trail signs were i n s t a l l e d on the Bobcat and Otter Cave Haimcck
T r a i l s t o enhance information services t o v i s i t o r s .
During the extended period of flooding, algae growth on the roadway made walking and
bicycling hazardous. The use of a tractor-driven road sweeper proved successful in
temporarily reducing the amount of growth. As water levels on the road dropped,
bicycling became increasingly popular.
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Glades District; By eliminating two poorly attended and labor-intensive activities
(Nest Key camping program in Florida Bay and the Students Toward Brvirormental Participation (STEP) program), the district was able to double visitor activities and
attendance at Key Largo Ranger Station as well as expand the Everglades Institute
program (Appendix B.). Volunteer caretaker positions were established at both
Interpretive Centers, and a student intern assisted the Key Largo program for four
months. The volunteer-built ccnposting toilet system ended its first full year of
operation without problems and passed review by the Public Health inspector.
Volunteer In Parks (VIP) Program: The park had a slight increase in the number of
volunteers for a total of 164; however, the year's hours total decreased for a total
of 9,533. Calculated at the GS-5/1 level, VTP labor represented a savings of
$63,680 for the park.
VTP's were utilized in almost every aspect of the park's operations. They assisted
with studies of plant and wildlife ecology, marine biology and hydrology at the
South Florida Research Center, elcnating labor and expertise in the area of field
data gathering and assistance with research publications. The Resource Management
division used VTP's to assist with the annual turtle survey at Fort Jefferson, fish
studies and surveys, exotic plant control, and computer data input. The LPK campground was again staffed with a host and hostess during the busy winter season; they
also donated assistance to the Interpretive Division staffing visitor center desks,
cataloguing park slides and films, and performing curatorial services at the Dan
Beard Center. Group volunteers, including Boy and Girl Scouts, donated time and
labor to clear trails overgrown with vegetation. Two New Zealand volunteers—
Stephen Sharp working on the Historic Place Name File, and Lynette Hartley creating
beautiful artwork for interpretive publications, maps, booklets, covers, and for
the park's newspaper Pa-Hay-Okee (Appendix C.)—provided a significant service
through their work and sharing both their travels and their homeland with park staff.
Time donated (by Division):
Interpretation
Resource Management
Research
Visitor Protection
Superintendent
Fort Jefferson NM

3,666
1,185
3,467
524
40
651

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND PLSCURCES MANAGEMENT
The incidence of drug operations in south Florida has received a great deal of media
attention and the park is particularly vulnerable for this sort of activity because
of its long, unprotected coastline. The following is a summary of drug/narcotics
statistics for the past five years. (NOTE: All bales are estimated at 50 pounds
each and valued at $20,000.)
1980

10 incidents
730 bales valued at approximately $14.5 million
no arrests

1981

9 incidents
939 bales valued at approximately $18.8 million
two arrests

1982

17 incidents
283 bales valued at approximately $5.6 million
5 arrests

1983

6 irxddents
6 bales valued at apprcodmately $120,000
100 lbs. of cocaine seized in BICY
—largest lab seizure in DEA history
6 Crd.crribians arrested

1984

3 incidents to date
843 bales valued at apprcjximately $16.8 million
5 arrests

Law enfor cement Sunnary;
Traffic violation notices written
Traffic Written warrdngs issued
Boating violations
Part I offenses
Motor Vehicle Accidents
Boating Accidents

233
99
50
51
13 (losses of $9,415)
6 (losses of $8,120)

Resources Management;
Big Cypress National Preserve Minerals Management; Implementation of Exxon's
Master Plan of Cperations for Raccoon Point was effected in 1984. All approved roads
and pads in Raccoon Point were built and 10 of 17 approved wells were cxrnpleted. In
August, a well was drilled which indicated the volume of oil at this location is two
to three times the original speculation. In Cctober a plan of operations was received
detailing what Exxon considers to be the confirmation wells for a Pepper Hammock field.
In December a draft plan of operations was received from Texaco for seismic operations
in the western part of the preserve.
These events prompted the initiation of a minerals management planning project to
respond to surface resource protection and cumulative impact assessment issues.
In June recommendations of the Big Cypress Area Task Force were adopted by the Governor and Cabinet as Oil and Gas Notebook Rules. These rules formalized, for state
purposes, siting and planning criteria for oil and gas exploration and production
development.
Backcountry Management: The majority of backoountry use in the park cxantinues to
center on the water areas. The principal users are sport fishermen who visit Florida
Bay and the Gulf Coast sections with 43,331 boats recorded through the year. This
is a 14% increase over 1983.
Backcountry Use Permit data showed a 20% increase over the previous year, with 14,443
visitor nights logged on 1,432 permits.
A new Backcountry Use Permit issuing procedure was developed utilizing park dispatch
as a central clearinghouse. To assure that campsites are not overbooked, all permits
are cleared through dispatch before being issued.
In order to reduce periodic cvercrcwding during the peak use season, December 1- April
30, campsite capacity limits at chickees (elevated platforms) were reduced for overnight stays. With the exception of two Gulf Coast campsites, capacities at ground
sites remain unchanged.
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Air Quality: The Air Quality program was re-evaluated in 1984 by park resource specialists and the Denver Air and Water Quality Division. Precipitating the reevaluation was the withdrawal of pollutant monitoring program support by Dade County's
Department of Environmental Resources Management in April, and subsequent cessation
of monitoring. Under the cnibance of the Denver group, monitorarig for ozone and
sulfur dioxide is expected to be reinitiated in FY 85.
The visibility monitoring program also underwent change this past year. An automated 35mm. camera was located in the Shark Valley tower. Park staff are currently
working with an IPS contractor to determine the suitability of this site for cnuantitative photo drxromentation. The previous visibility program consisted of handheld
camera dcxumentation at a photopcint along the main park road.
Threats to the park's air resources were somewhat moderate during 1984. No additional
movement toward converting Florida elecrtric powerplants frcm oil/gas to coal was
observed. (Current information indicates that south Florida utilities will be burning
much higher percentages of natural gas at fossil plants resulting in lowered emission
levels.
The Florida Department of Environmental regulation continued to hold in abeyance a
decision on Florida Power and Light Company's 1982 request to designate Everglades
National Park a separate baseline area under the Prevention of Significant Deterioration section of the Clean Air Act.
Marline Resources Management: Work continued under the (Cooperative Fisheries study with
USFWS. In CY 84, all sport and commercial data, including the 1959-68 University of
Miami data, were located, proofed, and converted to the Resource Manageraent data format.
Trie aerial boat survey (48 flights) was completed and the data collected from it along
with that of past flights computerized. A list of all commercial and guide fishermen
permittees (1968-84) was assembled as was a listing of ranger contacts for the period.
The on-the-water creel census in eastern Florida Bay resulted in the interviewing
of 2,242 fishermen in 113 sample days. This effort was in addition to the'creel at
Flamingo and Everglades City. Currently, the data for both the sport and commercial
fisheries are being transformed to fit a normal distribution curve prior to analysis
of catch, effort, and catch per unit effort.
The combined creel census in CY 84 interviewed 8,898 boats (19,935 boaters) and
estimates total recreational fishing at 461,402 man-hours by 110,246 fishermen harvesting 387,637 fish. This represents a 14% increase in effort and a 10% decrease in
harvest. Interviews represented 20% of estimated fishermen. Samplers measured
8,979 fish of 17 species. This length data is used in toad<ing year classes to
estimate recruitment and stock abundance. The estimated harvest of the professional
guide fishermen was 177,899 fish caught in 108,526 man-hours, both of these totals
represent increases of 68% and 4% respectively.
Commercial net fishermen harvested 1,240,140 fish (estimate) in 13,652 man-hours,
both values increased by 11% and 3% respectively. The estimated harvest by cxxrrrercial hook and line fishermen is 31,325 fish (6,250 man-hours effort), which is a 61%
increase in harvest and a 22% increase in effort over CY 83. Harvest estimates from
the commercial crab fishery hnclicate that 61,345 pounds of stone crab in 5,694 trapnights and 1,550 pounds of blue crab in 459 trap-nights—these totals represent an
increase of 14% and a decrease of 82% in harvest and increases of 14% and 90% in effort.
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Sea turtle population studies at Fort Jefferson NM were accxxplished under contract
with the USFWS, Jacksonville Field Station. The 1984 survey tagged 15 loggerhead sea
turtles and dc>carrented 34 nest sites for the East Key rookery. A feasibility study to
deteriTUjne the ability and logistics re<roired to raise yearling sea turtles in the moat
was begun under an MOU with the National Marine Fisheries Service. The study has
placed 30 yearling green sea turtles (Chelonis nrydae) in a 2,000 sgxiare yard enclosure. Monitoring to date reveals growth rates and general health of these arumals
exceeding all other captive bree<iing sites in Florida.
The Plaintiffs in the case (OFF, et ah. vs. DOT) filed a Notice of Intent to Appeal
the U. S. District Court's decision granting the DOI's motion for Surmary J-odgerrent
(granted July 6, 1984). Their appelate brief is due to January 18, 1985, with response
from DOT by February 25, 1985.
Adjacent land Use: During 1984, 228 public notices (Section 404 of Clean hater Act
and Section 10, Fiver and Harbor Act) were reviewed. The staff ccrrnented on five,
addressing the effects of the proposed projects on park water flaw, water quality,
habitats, productivity, or enclangered species.
The East Everglades remains an area of particular concern. The staff was involved
in preparing position papers for the Governor's East Everglades Technical Advisory
Crnroittee. These papers dealt with management of lands adjacent to the park, C-lll
basin, rockplcving on conventional natural wetlands, and water quality of surface and
groundwater runoff from the area. Much of the area imrrecliately adjacent to the park
boundary has been or is being purchased by the State of Florida with funds from various land and water conservation programs. Periodic aerial reconnaissance is being
accomplished in conjunction with Dade County Department of Environmental Resources
Management staff and the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Fire Management Program:
Fire research studies were not implemented in 1984 due to
lack of funds; however, these projects have been developed, formulated and approved
should funding became available.
The total fire load for 1984 consisted of 32 fires (average about 50/year); 10 prescribed fires, 8 lightning strike fires, and 14 incendiary (man-caused) fires.
In cooperation with an interagency agreement (via BIFC) , Jonni Medford and Bob Doren
were identified and have been participating in the Interagency Fire Control effort.
Fire records for 1977-1983 were completed and in the computer for analysis.
Exotic Plant Control:
Tne 10-344 process has been revised and improved for exotic
plants. Several new data files have been added to the computer and the monthly printouts have been quite useful for record purposes and analysis. Lack of funding has been
a major problem. An Exotic Pest Plant Council was formed with several south Florida
agencies for the purpose of providing a forum for exotic plant issues and concerns.
Resources Management was contacted by 14 agencies for information on control methods.
Dade County parks also sent over a crew to be trained in Schinus control methods.
As part of the exotic control program, a review and compilation of all past work in
the Hole-in-the-Donut was begun in 1983 and is being reviewed and brought together in
a single analytical evaluation report. Tnis will include qualitative as well as quantitative information maps locating project sites and conclusions based on a thorough
evaluation of the Donut work to date, with a general discussion of all past work.
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Pesticide Program Aomirdstration: Twenty-three pesticide usages were proposed for the
park and Fort Jefferson National Monument. Each request was evaluated for application
nethcds, safety, and efficacy. This process resulted in 21 approved requests and two
denied requests involving the use of 17 pesticides in the two park areas. Of these,
ten pesticides were actually used. Integrated Pest Management plans were submitted
for cx>ekrcaches, roadside weeds, and mosguitoes.
Mosquito population data collection (landing counts and light trap catches) was
begun in an effort to establish thresholds for insecticide spraying at Pine Island
and Flarningo.

MAINTENANCE
In FY 84 a number of variances in the Maintenance Division's program generated an
unusual drain on the already overtaxed personal services normally furnished by the
division. These included providing staff support to the following activities:
— B o t h design and field project supervision to coristruction/rehab projects funded
with FY 84 funds, together with projects awarded in FY 83, but completed in FY 84.
—Project field supervision to the 8 (a) Set-Aside negotiated contract for the
rehab of Flamingo sewer systems. This has required unusually close project supervision.
—Personal service required to relocate operations and provide janitorial services,
grounds and utility services, and routine building maintenance for the Dan Beard
Center. These services were provided without additional FTE or funds for FY 84.
—Rehab of the water supply system at Shark Valley and the well systems throughout
the park, with particular' attention to the problems with the Flamingo potable water
supply.
—Extensive reconstruction of Anhinga Trail; two new elevated trails—Pinnacle Rock
and Rock Reef Pass—designed for handicapped access.
—Rehab of exterior of concession facilities at Flamingo (Lodge & Gas Station)
—Removal of reed growth from EcoPond at Flamingo to improve wildlife observation
conditions. This was accomplished with the exoneration of the South Florida Water
Management District who provided their crane and operators.
—Professional and technical assistance to the Department of Transportation for
the proposed rehab of the Shark Valley' Road and to Denver Service Center and DOT for
the upcoming project to resurface the irain park road.
--Coordinated with Department of Defense in their plans to remove certain facilities
at the Dan Beard Center and down-range missile site.
Other projects accomplished in cooperation with the South Florida Water Management included the rip-rapping of the Anhinga Trail where they provided the large boulders and
ec^uipment to move them. The savings to the park exceeded $20,000.

SOOTH FIORIDA RESEARCH CENTER
The Research Center began this year preparing for a new research phase which anticipates an indefinite period of water delivery experiments to attempt to field test
several proposed improvements to the park's water delivery system that include a
more flexible formula for timing of water releases, a wider distribution of water
releases, and seme upstream structural and operational changes to reduce unseasonable
flood releases to the park. The proposed improvements are mitigation measures to
correct for hydrological and biological problems identified by our research between
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1976 and 1983. The extent to which the proposed mitigation measures will improve
conditions within the park, and not jeopardize regional water supply and flood protecntion, can only be deteriruned by conducting field tests. In order to iturumize any
risk to private property, the field tests will proceed in increments of change in
the way water is delivered to Shark River Slough. Each operation change will be
evaluated for its effect upon water conditions in the park, response of the Everglades' ecology to those water conditions, changes in regional water storage, and any
change in flood risk to private property. If an incremental test shows promise for
improving conditions within the park, but needs seme additional operational or structural rrodifications, and there were no serious threats to water supply or flood control
identified during the test, then additional incremental mitigations will be tested.
The park's research program, along with'those of the South Florida Water Management
District (SFWMD) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE), mast develop adequate
methods to evaluate the effects of the tests. Pilot programs were conducted in 1984
to evaluate the repeatability and efficiency of several methods to deteriruVne water
inundation patterns (hydropattern} and the ecological response to the patterns. It
is felt that hydropattern (distribution and depth of water as well as length of time
an area is inundated) is an extremely Inportant determinant of productivity in the
Everglades. The pilot studies included:
SRE Wading Bird Study: Systematic Reconnaissance Flights (SRF) follow strict
flight lines that can be repeated accurately each month allcwung for a quantitative
measure of the custribution of wading birds as hydropatterns change. This r^thod
will give us an estimate of wading bird numbers feeding in the southern Everglades.
We are also interested in what hydropatterns attract the most birds and what relationships there are between different feeding conditions and nesting activity of
wading birds.
Aquatic Food Web Study: Sampling of fish, invertebrates and microscopic plants
in areas of consistently different hydropatterns will help us determine how hydropattern effects productivity in the Everglades. Areas of short inundation period
appear to be lewer in productivity of small fish, the principal food of wading birds,
than areas of more persistent inundation. Our studies have shown, however, that these
small fish feed primarily on small invertebrates, not plants. It is likely that the
most drrect effect of hydropattern is on invertebrates or their food, microscopic
plants and detritus. Therefore, we have tested additional methods for quantitatively
collecting invertebrates and plant material as a measure of site productivity. Vfe
want to map the potential productivity of the Everglades in relationship to hydropattern. Water management effects hydropattern and hydropattern influences the
productivity potential of the Everglades.
Evapotranspiration Study: Hydropattern largely determines the distribution of
plant comrmrnities in the Everglades, but the plant communities in their turn have a
strong influence on water levels. Plants transpire water into the atmosphere and
probably account for the most significant loss of water in the Everglades. Different
plane ccxrrmunities transpire water at different rates. In adctition, those different
transpiration rates change with season and water levels making determination of transpiration loss in the Everglades very cxrnplicated. Transpiration and evaporation
play such inportant roles in hydropattern predictions, however, we feel it is essential that we develop the methods necessary to measure transpiration, too.
In 1984 we began ccrnparing several methods of measuring evapotranspiration in
order to select one or several mei±cds for our hydropattern studies. In addition, a
cooperative research program was established with NASA to map vegetation cxrnmunities
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of the Everglades. When we have a vegetation nap and an evapotranspiration rate for
different plant cxxrrrrunities, we will be able to measure the total loss of water resulting from transpiration. With that Lnformation, we can establish a water budget for
Shark River Slough.
Shark River Slough Water Budget:
A water budget model for the Shark River Slough
will allow us to: 1/ predict hydropattern with changes in water rnanagement prcoedures;
2/ predict water depth at any location in the southern Everglades; 3/ estimate the
cgrality of freshwater discharge into the slough's estuary; 4/ judge the relative importance of water deliveries compared to rainfall on any selected dates; 5/ estimate the
quantity of water delivery required to produce a desired water level at a site, area
hyidropattern, or outflow to the estuary.
A water budget model requires good topographic and water level information, measures of water deliveries and evapotranspiration, and adequate rainfall data. Addition of groundwater recharge estimates allow calculation of estuary outflow and water
storage at any given time. In 19S4, we initiated an extensive topographic survey of
Shark River Slough which, when combined with water level data, will allow us to construct
maps for select dates (Static Inundation Maps). Evapotranspiration information, plus
water delivery and rainfall data, when crxnbined with estimates of water storage, will
allow us to calculate outflow frcm Shark River Slough to the estuary'.
A water budget model will also allow us to judge what were the most irrportant
factors associated with a parxicular water management, action in producing an observed
hydropattern. We will be able to evaluate in more depth the different water delivery
tests, including a nearly cxxnpleted two-year test of opening the S-12 gates at the
northern end of the park.
There were two other significant efforts in oar research prcxgram in 1984: the evaluation of the Frog Pond drawdown on Taylor Slough, and tine establishment of a cooperative research program with Florida International University (FIU) .
The Soaperintendent agreed with Dade County7 farmers to test the effect of lowering
water in the L-31K canal on water resources in Taylor Slough. The farmers wanted to
begin planting earlier in the Frog Pond—an area between L-31W and C-lll canals—
which required lowering groundwater levels adjacent to the park. Research effort
was temporarily redirected to evaluate this test which will end approximately June
1985. Upon completion of the report on the Frog Pond test, research will resume to
evaluate the effects of the South Dade Conveyance System on water conditions in the
southeast area of the park and on salinity patterns in northeast Florida Bay.
A cooperative prcxjram was established with FPU to interest more local researchers
in the ecology and management of the Everglades. There is presently no environmental
science program available to university students in southeast Florida. There isn't
a single basic hydrology course offered. Independent research, not sponsored by NFS
or SFWMD, on the Everglades is almost non-existent, and no university is examining
the extremely important regional issue of water allocation and its relationship to
public policy. It was felt that it was essential to encourage outside research on
ecological and management problems larger than park staff could solve or afford. In
addition, the canter's research program has reached the phase where better computer
and laboratory facilities are essential to progressing on the assignments. This
idea was enthusiastically adopted by FPU this year and the park supported several
exonerative oilor stuaiies.
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The park is cxirrently cccperating on a series of small studies to determine how
rn^ircpattern influences the availability of chemical nutrients in the Everglades.
Hopefully these studies will generate successful funding proposals by the University to study our Everglades problems and augment the park research efforts. In
addition, the park supported a herpetological survey of the Long Pine Key area. It
is thought that the herpetological fauna (alligators, turtles, snakes, frogs and
toads) along with fish comprise the most important wildlife elements of the Everglades. Their numbers and diversity are important measures of the health of the
system. Mthough our support of the FIU program is small, we anticipate considerable
benefits to the park.

CONCESSIONS
The Concessions Specialist position was filled in January at the GS-7 level, with
promotion potential to GS-11.
Everglades National Park Boat Tours; Sammy Hamilton, Jr., has incorporated under
the name of Everglades National Park Boat Tours, Inc., and the required documents
submitted for final approval. Again this year, the operation continued through the
summer months. The fleet of three tourboats underwent extensive repair and refurbishing, and improvements made throughout the gift shop and sales area. Evaluations
were satisfactory and several positive letters were received. The addition of
ground-floor restrocrns (NPS built) was a major improvement in visitor services,
providing full handicap access to these facilities.
Shark Valley: Shark Vally Tram Tours, Inc., operated only 45 days during the
year due to high water levels on the Shark Valley road, and no evaluation was done
due to this very limited operating period. The concession continues to rent bicycles
and received a satisfactory rating for this segment.
Gettysburg Tours remains optimistic about the tram concession. They are, however,
concerned over the disruption the road paving project will cause. The current five
year contract expires November 1987, and actual construction on the road is scheduled
for early 1986. The concession shewed a loss of $28,000 in 1983 and, most likely,
will show similar losses for 1984.
T. W. Services, Inc.: The sale of Everglades Park Catering Company's Flamingo
concession contract to T. W. Services, Inc., of Chicago, Illinois, was approved by
the Director in June. The transition of ownership was smooth and a former concession
enployee was selected as General Manager. The new concessioner immediately began
updating several services and facilities in preparation for the 1984/85 winter season.
Among these improvements were: refurbishing the tourboat and swiirnung pool, new
kitchen equipment, refurbishing the NPS-rehabilitated cottages, painting of rooms,
purchase of patio pontoon boats, and a commitment bo accept the houseboat rental
concession. The complex was tented and fumigated for termite eradication on a shared
NPS/T.W. Services cost basis. Foremost was the decision to use "employees from the
company's western park operations at ENP, thus maintaining a continuity of experienced
service to the visitor.
Record visitation and revenues were recorded over the 1984 Christmas holiday
season with concessioner overnight stays up 7% for the year.
Commercial Use License: The park continues to issue and renew Commercial Use
Licenses to air taxi and charter boat operations to FOJE; also, bus tours, canoe
outfitters and guides within Everglades NP. Currently there are five licensed canoe
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outfitters and guides, six charter boats, and five air taxis licensed, with seven
requests outstanding for licenses. One charter boat license was revoked in 1984 for
one year.

RE3GICNAL CCKIRACTING OFFICE
The first full year of operation from the park has produced a significant list of
acccxrplisranents. From the park's perspective, the assistance and leadership provided
in preparing the A-76 review was outstanding. In adoption, 30 contracts, interagency
and cooperative agreements were achunistered valued in excess of $3.75 million; three
8(a) (minority business) contracts were negotiated and administered; and one contract
was terminated for default, to be converted to termination for convenience. Additionally, on the job training was given .to staff of local parks in project inspector
function and in contract adrrurdstration for the BICY purchasing agent. One position—
Construction Representative—was assigned to the Caribbean area to monitor contractor
performance, and common use contract documents were developed and placed in computer
files.

FAra^GIADES NATURAL HISTORY ASSOCIATION, INC.
Sales almost reached the all-time high recorded in FY 1979/80, although visitation was
21% less. Two sales outlets at Biscayne NP (opened January 1981) and Shark Valley
(January 1983) accounted for only 7*5% of gross sales.
Credit card sales amounted to 8% of the gross, and the practice should be continued.
The service will be extended to Royal Palm next year. The Shark Valley outlet completed its first full year of operation with gross sales of $15,194; however, the same
flooding that impacted the tram operations also limited the potential visitor sales in
this area.
In late August, the business offices and main storage facility were relocated from
park headquarters to the Daniel Beard Center. A ccmmercial-grace offset press was
purchased, providing in-house capability to produce commercial quality materials for
distribution. A design theme has been developed vhich will identify ENP checklists,
and production of the Birds checklist was enthusiastically approved.
Financial aid to the National Park Service for FY 1984:
Prior
Years

Current
Year

Total

Interpretation
Research Activities
Free Publications
Land Donations
Aid to Coop. Assn. Fund
Aid to SuDerintendents
Other
'

$ 264,042
10,025
5,318
93
18,499
10,561
52,327

$

22,699
318
1,013
206
4,784

$ 286,741
10,343
5,318
93
19,512
10,767
57,111

Totals

$ 360,365

$

29,020

$ 389,885

Statement of Sales for FY 1984:
Publications
Audio & Visual Aids
Theme Related Objects
Visitor Convenience Items

$ 113,185
37,203
13,530
72,430

